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Abstract: Belite, the second most abundant mineralogical phase in Portland cement, presents five
polymorphs which are formed at different temperatures. The increased interest in belite cement-based
products is due to the lower environmental impact associated with the lower energy consumption.
The importance of belite polymorphs formed at higher temperatures for cement industry applications
is high, because they present better hydraulic properties. Thus, any study that helps to explore
the structure relations of all belite polymorphs is of interest for both scientific and practical points
of view. In the present work, a systematic structure–superstructure relation study is presented for
all polymorphs, and it is based on the work of O’Keefe and Hyde (1985). In this pioneering work,
generally, the structures of oxides are considered as having common characteristics with prototype
structures of alloys. The basic result of the present work is the fact that all the polymorphs adopt
a common architecture which is based on capped trigonal prisms of Ca cations, which host the Si
one, and the oxygen anions occupy interstitial sites, i.e., an architecture in conformity with the model
which considers the oxide structures as stuffed alloys. This result supports the displacive character of
the transformation structural mechanism that links the five polymorphs based on the cation sites in
their structures. However, based on the sites of oxygen anions, it could be considered as of diffusion
character. The study of belite polymorphs is also of interest to products obtained by doping dicalcium
silicate compounds, which present interesting luminescent properties.

Keywords: belite; structure superstructure; stuffed alloys

1. Introduction

Alite (~50–70%) and belite (~20–30%) are the main mineralogical phases of Portland
cement (OPC), accompanied by the presence of tricalcium aluminate and ferrite phases.
Using the compact mineralogical code names, these four phases are represented by C3S
for Ca3SiO5 (alite), C2S for Ca2SiO4 (belite), C3A for Ca3Al2O6 or (CaO)3(Al2O3) (trical-
cium aluminate), and C4AF for Ca4Al2Fe2O10 or (CaO)4(Al2O3)(Fe2O3), where C = CaO,
S = SiO2, A = Al2O3 and F = Fe2O3 [1]. All the mineral phases of OPC cement are avail-
able in different polymorphic forms. The polymorphism of the mineral phases of cement
depends on several parameters, such as the temperature and duration of heat treatment,
cooling rate, the composition of the raw mixture and the presence of “stabilizer oxides”
in the raw mixture. The formation of different polymorphic mineral phases in cement
products is critical for their performance (hydraulic properties), as their presence directly
affects the physical (fineness, setting time and volume stability) and mechanical (strength
development) properties of cement.

For belite, tricalcium aluminate and ferrite phases, the structures of their different
polymorphs are well studied and known, i.e., C2S [2–4], C3A [5,6] and C4AF [7,8]. Alite
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and belite present many polymorphs. Their structure–superstructure relations are used
to explore the structural connection among them and also to understand the mechanism
governing the transformation from one polymorph to the other [9,10]. In a series of
papers [9,11–14], a thorough analysis of the structure–superstructure relations for alite is
given. In the framework of this analysis [13], new structural models for alite polymorphs
have been proposed and are used in the analysis of powder diffraction diagrams with the
Rietveld method of industrial cement products.

The increased interest in the use of belite-based cement products is due to the need
for lower energy consumption and their positive environmental impact compared to
OPC [15]. The recent increased research interest and study of luminescent belite-based
doped compounds [16] make the understanding of belite polymorph formation and sta-
bilization very attractive and the need for accurate belite polymorphism identification
essential. The belite phase presents five polymorphs, and these are listed below based
on the decreasing formation temperature, i.e., α-Ca2SiO4 (α-C2S, 1545 ◦C), α’H-Ca2SiO4
(α’H-C2S, 1250 ◦C), α’L-Ca2SiO4 (α’L-C2S, 1060 ◦C), β-Ca2SiO4 (β-C2S, <500 ◦C) and
γ-Ca2SiO4 (γ-C2S, stable at room temperature). The “activity” (better hydraulic prop-
erties) of the belite polymorphs is higher at high formation temperatures (belite polymorph
activity: α > α’H > α’L> β) [1,17], while γ-C2S does not exhibit hydraulic properties. β-C2S
is the high-temperature monoclinic polymorph of the Calcio-Olivine γ-C2S polymorph
but does not belong to the olivine group. The structure relations of the family of belite
polymorphs are discussed in detail in [10]. It is well known that the first four of them,
α-, α’H-, α’L- and β-C2S, are inter-related with reversible phase transitions [4,18–20]. The
structural basis for these transformations is explained by their similarity to the struc-
ture of K, Na-glaserite sulfate, K3Na[SO4]2 and its derivative β-K2[SO4] Arcanite (α’H-,
α’L- and β-C2S) [10]. The main result of these studies is the coordination polyhedra formed
by oxygen atoms around the cations, and the framework build by the polyhedra arrange-
ment within the structures of these polymorphic phases. The relation of the framework
formed by the coordination polyhedra in the structure of glaserite and that of β-C2S is also
discussed in [21].

The description of structures based on polyhedra of anions is the traditional point of
view introduced by Pauling [22] and is based on the idea that the “small” cations occupy
positions in the voids left in their crystal structure by the larger atoms of anions such
as oxygens [23,24]. A new approach has been introduced by O’Keefe and Hyde [23],
where the role of ions is reversed, i.e., the structure description is based on the packing
of cations and the anions are inserted at interstitial sites among them. In the beginning,
this new approach was considered purely geometric, and no bonding type considerations
were implied for the atoms involved in the packing within a crystal structure. However,
recently, in addition to the achieved simplifications in the presentation of many structures,
the role of cations was reconsidered as the packing of cations observed within the ionic
structures resamples those observed in their parent metal structures [25]. The geometric
characteristics, arrangement and distances in the parent alloy structures are retained in
the ionic one [24]. More interestingly, based on the pioneering work in this field by
O’Keeffe and Hyde [23], it is found that in ternary oxides with two different metals the
packing of cations corresponds to the packing of the binary alloys of the metals. Therefore,
in the case of β-C2S, the cations’ packing resembles that of Ni2In prototype structure
(B8b, Strukturbericht designations). These observations have made the authors O’Keefe
and Hyde characterize the oxides as “stuffed alloys”. With a lack of data from the other
b elite polymorphs, the discussion by Barbier and Hyde (1985) [26] using the cation-staffed
model of oxides is restricted on the structure inter-relations of β- and γ-Ca2SiO4 dicalcium
silicates. In addition, they extended their study to α’- and β-Sr2SiO4 polymorphs which
resemble the structures of the corresponding polymorphs of belite. The ideas developed in
the works of Barbier and Hyde [26] and O’Keeffe and Hyde [23] are applied systematically
in the present work for the study of all polymorphs of belite. This analysis of all the belite
polymorphic structures, which is based on the observation of common building blocks of
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prototype alloy structures, revealed first the geometric basis of the structure–superstructure
inter-relations and second possible transformation mechanisms.

2. Methodology

In this section, the methodology of the present study is developed, which essentially
consists at a first step of the description of the arrangement of cations in prototype alloy
structures and their relation to the structures of β-C2S and γ-C2S belite polymorphs, as
have been discussed in previous studies [23,26]. Then, in the next section this discussion
is extended to the other polymorphs as well. According to Mumme [4], the Ca2SiO4
compound presents five polymorphs (Scheme 1):
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Scheme 1. Belite polymorphs formed at different temperatures.

The decreasing order of formation/stabilization temperature of the belite polymorphs
is α-, α’H-, α’L-, β- and γ-C2S. β-C2S is metastable and can be formed during cooling but
cannot be produced from γ-C2S on heating. Unless β-C2S is stabilized during cooling, the
α- and α’-C2S polymorphs revert to the stable form of γ-C2S. The subscript H stands for the
high- and L for the low-temperature form of α’ polymorphs. Stabilization of the “active”
belite polymorphs and also prevention of the transition from β to γ-C2S can be achieved by
rapid cooling and/or by incorporation of a “stabilizer” (substitution of Ca and Si cations
by cations of Ti, B, S, K, etc.) in the belite structure [19,20,27–29].

In their original articles, Barbier and Hyde [26] and O’ Keefe and Hyde [23] use
two prototype metal alloy structures to describe β-C2S and γ-C2S belite polymorphs.
These are the prototype structure of PbCl2 (Strukturbericht designations C23) and Ni2In
(B8b type), respectively. The β-C2S polymorph is also compared to the Ca2Si alloy, which is sim-
ilarly characterized by the C23 Strukturbericht structure type. The β- and γ-C2S polymorphs are
also discussed in comparison to the structures of low- and high-temperature K2S04 compounds,
which belong to the Strukturbericht C23 and B8b types of compounds, respectively.

In Table 1, we provide general information and ICSD codes for all the compounds that
are discussed in the present work. Detailed crystallographic data for the structures of all
the polymorphs and prototype phases are provided in Table S2, together will all references
from where all the data were obtained. In the present work, a systematic structural study
of all the polymorphs of belite and their inter-relations is attempted using the approach
of O’Keefe and Hyde. To ensure that the structural models were obtained by analyzing
data from materials synthesized in similar ways, we decided to use the models given
in reference Mumme (1995) [3] for β-C2S and Mumme (1996) [4] for the rest of belite
polymorphs. Details for the structures of all polymorphs are given in Table S2. Plots of the
structures were drawn using the Diamond-3.1 program package [30].

The prototype structure of Ni2In (B8b) crystallizes in the P63/mmc Space Group
(S.G.) [31]. Atoms in the unit cell are arranged as in Figure 1A. Following the original
description [23], Ni atoms are packed in trigonal Ni6 prisms that host the In atoms and,
by sharing their trigonal faces, form columns parallel to the direction [110]. The trigonal
prisms, as they are the basic polyhedra that characterize the structures studied in this
work, are demarcated by orange lines in all the pictures. These columns are arranged in a
zig-zag fashion above and below (1–100) planes, and by edge-sharing they form “walls”
parallel to these planes. In Figure 1B, the arrangement of atoms is shown in projection
on the (11–20) planes, and in Figure 1C the same view is shown tilted to make clear the
relative arrangement of crystallographic planes. It is mentioned that the atoms on the
“wall” in the middle of Figure 1B,C, those indicated with the yellow arrows, are shifted
along the direction normal to the (11–20) planes by a distance half the height of the trigonal
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prisms, which is equal to the d11–20 plane distance. For the description of all the structures
discussed in the present work on a common basis, it is useful to use in addition to the
hexagonal cell the ortho-hexagonal one [32]. The relative orientation of ortho-hexagonal
cell axes is shown in Figure 1B and their relation with the hexagonal axes in Figure 2D.

Table 1. Structural information and parameters for the prototype 8B2 and C23 prototype structures
and the five polymorphs of belite (Ca2SiO4).

Phase Code Name ICSD # Space Group V/Z

8Bb (InNi2) 640098 [31] P63/mmc -

C23 (Ca2Si) 158275 [32] Pnma -

αH-C2S 82998 [4] P63/mmc 97.10 Å3

αTr-C2S 82999 [4] P-3m1 97.10 Å3

α’H-C2S 82997 [4] Pnma 91.94 Å3

α’L-C2S 82996 [4] Pna21 90.79 Å3

β-C2S 81096 [3] P21/n 86.45 Å3

γ-C2S 82994 [4] Pbnm 96.18 Å3
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The arrangement of atoms In the Ca2Si alloy, which crystallizes in the Pnma S.G. [32], 
with the C23 Strukturbericht structure type, is shown in Figure 2. The atoms in the struc-
ture of the Ca2Si alloy are packed again in trigonal Ca6 prisms which host the Si atoms and 
by sharing their trigonal faces form columns parallel to the b crystallographic axis. These 

Figure 1. (A) Arrangement of atoms in the cell of the Ni2In structure. (B) “Walls” of trigonal prisms
parallel to the (1–100) planes projected on the (11–20) planes. The relative orientation of the ortho-
hexagonal reference system is also indicated. The former plane is normal, and the second one is
parallel to the plane of the figure and (C) tilted view. The planes (11–20) and (1–100) are shown in
cyan and light green color, respectively. The orange lines are delimitating the trigonal prisms. The
yellow arrows indicate the middle “wall” arrangement of trigonal prisms and the reference system,
with axes drawn in blue indicating the orientation of the ortho-hexagonal axes system.
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Figure 2. (A) Arrangement of atoms in the cell of the Ca2Si structure cell. Light grey lines joining Ca
cations indicate the orientation of the hexagonal part of the structure within the prototype structure
C23. With dark grey vectors the orientation of the reference hexagonal cell is also shown. (B) “Walls”
of trigonal prisms parallel to the planes (001) projected on the (010) planes. The former planes are
normal, and the latter ones are parallel to the plane of the figure. The relative orientation of the
ortho-hexagonal reference system is also indicated. (C) Presents a tilted view of (B). (D) Schematic
presentation of the unit cell axes relations for the hexagonal and ortho-hexagonal cells. The corre-
spondences of the cell axes of the orthorhombic C23 type structure with those of ortho-hexagonal cell
are also indicated.

The arrangement of atoms In the Ca2Si alloy, which crystallizes in the Pnma S.G. [32],
with the C23 Strukturbericht structure type, is shown in Figure 2. The atoms in the structure
of the Ca2Si alloy are packed again in trigonal Ca6 prisms which host the Si atoms and
by sharing their trigonal faces form columns parallel to the b crystallographic axis. These
columns are arranged in a zig-zag fashion above and below the (001) planes, and by
edge-sharing they form “walls” parallel to these planes. In Figure 2B, the arrangement of
atoms is shown in projection on (010) planes, and in Figure 2C the same view is shown
tilted. It is mentioned that also in the present case, the atoms on the “wall” in the middle
of Figure 2B,C are shifted along the a-axis direction by a distance half the high of the
trigonal prisms, which is equal to the d100 plane distance. The main difference in the
present arrangement from the one presented in Figure 1A,C is that in the second case the
“walls” are puckered. In Figure 2A, in addition to atom arrangement within the unit cell
the relative position of the hexagonal axes system is shown, which helps to derive the
relationship which joins the hexagonal with the orthorhombic cell. The relative orientation
of the cell axes of the two systems is shown in Figure 2D. The relative orientation of the
ortho-hexagonal cell axes with those of the orthogonal ones is also indicated (Figure 2B,D),
and they are identical. Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence among aC23, bC23 and
cC23 and aOH, bOH and cOH axes, respectively, which is expressed with the relations aC23
→ aOH = cH, bC23 → bOH = aH + bH and cC23 → cOH = −aH + bH, where the C23, OH and
H subscripts stand for orthorhombic, ortho-hexagonal and hexagonal cells, respectively.
The prototype structures of Ni2In and Ca2Si, which are discussed in the present section, are
used as a basis to describe the structure inter-relation for all belite polymorphs. It worth to
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notice that the cOH-axis is normal to the planes of the “walls” and the aOH and bOH axes lie
within these planes.

The transformation of β-C2S to γ-C2S has been discussed as a transformation of the C23
to B8b prototype arrangement of the Ca and Si cations [23,26]. The relative arrangements
of Ca+2 cations and SiO4

−4 anions in the structures of these two polymorphs of belite are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Ca and Si atoms in the β-C2S polymorph of belite
occupy the corresponding Ca and Si sites of the Ca2Si (C23) prototype structure. In the
γ-C2S polymorph, Ca and Si atoms occupy the sites of Ni and In atoms in the Ni2In B8b
prototype structure, respectively. The oxygen atoms in both cases are inserted at interstitial
sites (Figures 3 and 4). In reference [23], the β-C2S to γ-C2S transformation is discussed
in relation to the observed 11.2% of unit cell volume increase when the transformation
takes place. This is also mentioned in reference [33], where ternary alloys undergo a C23
to B8b type structural transformation. The same transformation is also discussed on the
basis of unit cell axes changes in both works. In Table 2, the unit cell axes relations for all
studied structures with those of the ortho-hexagonal system are given, and through these
relations all the structure inter-relations and changes are discussed. For ternary alloys,
the transformation of 8Bb to C23 results in changes within the a, b planes, i.e., within the
(001) “wall” planes of the ortho-hexagonal cell [33]. In references [26,34], the emphasis is
given to the presentation of changes that take place at a local level and more specifically to
the atomic displacements of the atoms that contribute to the formation of trigonal prisms
and their surroundings. An attempt has been made in the past to extend the description
based on the cation-staffed model of oxides to other belite polymorphs, using standard
alloy structures, but so far, the discussion has been limited either to data from analogous
structures [26] or to the interpretation of results from TEM studies [35]. The availability of
structural data for all belite polymorphs [3,4] is exploited in the next section of the present
work for the examination of all the structures of the corresponding polymorphs with the
O’Keefe and Hyde model.
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Figure 3. (A) The unit cell content of β-Ca2SiO4 polymorph viewed along the b-axis. Light grey lines
joining Ca cations indicate the orientation of the hexagonal part of the structure and (B) side view
of unit cell content along the a-axis is shown. (C) View along a-axis and the packing arrangement
of trigonal prisms is demarcated with orange lines. The relative orientation of the ortho-hexagonal
reference system is also indicated. (D) A tilted view of (C). The Si-O bonds are indicated by cyan lines.
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orientation of the ortho-hexagonal reference system is also indicated. (C) Tilted view of (B). The Si-O
bonds are indicated by cyan lines.

Table 2. Unit cell relation of the C23 prototype structure and the unit cells of the five polymorphs of
belite with the basic hexagonal unit cell of the 8B2 structure.

Phase Code Name Unit Cell Axes Cell Volume Relations

8Bb(InNi2) aH, bH and cH VH

C23(Ca2Si) ac23 = cH, bc23 = aH + bH and cc23 = −aH + bH 2xVH

αH-C2S aαH → aH, bαH → bH and cαH → cH
aαH = 5.532 Å, bαH = 5.532 and cαH = 7.327 VαH→VH

αTr-C2S aαTr = aαH, bαTr = bαH and cαTr = cαH VαTr = VαH

α’H-C2S
aα’H = cαH (→aoH), bα’H = aαH + bαH (→boH) and cα’H = −aαH + bαH (→coH)

aα’H = 6.871 Å→ aoH = 7.327 Å, bα’H = 5.601Å→ boH = 5.532 Å and
cα’H = 9.556 Å→ coH = 9.581 Å

2x VαH

α’L-C2S
aα’L = 3cαH (→3aoH), bα’L = −aαH + bαH (→coH), cα’L = −aαH − bαH (→−boH),

aα’L = 20.527 Å→ 3aoH = 21.981 Å, bα’L = 9.496 Å→ coH = 9.581 Å and
cα’L = 5.590 Å→ boH = 5.532 Å

6x VαH

β-C2S
aβ = −aαH−bαH (→−boH), bβ = cαH (→aoH), cβ = −aαH + bαH (→coH),

aβ = 5.512 Å→ (boH) = 5.532 Å, bβ = 6.758Å→ aoH = 7.327 Å,
cβsinβ = 9.284 Å→ coH = 9.581 Å and (ββ = 94.581◦ → αoH = 90.0◦)

2x VαH

γ-C2S
aγ = aαH + bαH (→boH), bγ = −aαH + bαH (→coH) and cγ = cH (→aoH)

aγ = 5.076 Å→ boH = 5.532 Å, bγ = 11.214Å→ coH = 9.581 Å and
cγ = 6.758 Å→ aoH = 7.327 Å

2x VαH

3. Structure Inter-Relations for Belite Polymorphs

In this section, the structure inter-relation of all belite polymorphs are studied based
on common patterns of the arrangement of cations using ideas which have been introduced
previously. In Figure 5, the two models for α-C2S, the high-temperature polymorph of
belite, are presented, which have been proposed by Mumme [4]. The difference between
the proposed models, a trigonal and a hexagonal one, concerns the arrangements of oxygen
atoms of the SiO4 tetrahedra, but in both models, the arrangement of Ca and Si cations
resembles that of the B8b prototype structure, and these are shown in Figures 5B and 5D,
respectively. The Rietveld refinement has promoted the hexagonal model for the α-C2S
polymorph [4], and this is the reason why the hexagonal cell axes are used to express these
relations. As has been already mentioned above, the best way to track the changes which
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are observed in this family of compounds is by using the ortho-hexagonal reference system
which is derived from the hexagonal cell of the α-C2S polymorph. The relative orientation
of the ortho-hexagonal cell axes with respect to those of the reference hexagonal cell is
shown in Figure 5B,D for the α-C2S polymorph. In the first model, where the structure
is described in a trigonal S.G. (Table 1), deviation of one oxygen atom from the c-axis is
observed (Figure 5A). In the second model, where the structure is described in a hexagonal
S.G. (Table 1), the oxygen atoms show severe disorder, and half of the SiO4 tetrahedra
point in one direction and half of them in the opposite one (Figure 5C). In Figure 6A,C,
the unit cell content for the α’H- and α’L-C2S polymorphs are shown. In the same figure,
their projection along the b-axis for the former (Figure 6B) and also along the c-axis for
the latter (Figure 6D) are shown, revealing the resemblance to the C23 prototype structure
for both polymorphs. The relative orientation of the ortho-hexagonal reference system
with the crystal systems of α’H-Ca2SiO4 and α’L-Ca2SiO4 polymorphs is also indicated in
Figure 6B,C, respectively. Concerning the SiO4 tetrahedra, in the case of the α’H polymorph,
all oxygen atoms are disordered, in contrast to the α’L where all the oxygens are ordered
(Figure 6). In Figure 6A,B, the gray lines that join calcium atoms outline the part of the
structure that corresponds to the basic hexagonal cell. A direct comparison of Figure 5A,B
(or Figure 5C,D) with Figure 1A (or Figure 1B) makes clear that the arrangement of cations
in the α-C2S polymorph of belite resembles that in the Ni2In B8b prototype, irrespective of
the S.G. used for the structure description of this polymorph. Thus, for the study of the
structure inter-relations of belite polymorphs, the structure of the α-C2S polymorph is used
for the rest of the text, as a prototype structure. The inter-relation of all the polymorphs
of belite is concluded from the relation of the unit cell axes of each polymorph with the
hexagonal cell axes of the α-C2S polymorph and more specifically through their relation
with the ortho-hexagonal ones. In Table 2, the inter-relation of the cells for the C23 and
8Bb prototype structures are also listed, and their relation is presented schematically in
Figure 2D. The relation among the structures of these two prototype structures is concluded
on the fact that there is a one-to-one correspondence of the structures at an atomic level.
This relation extends also to the reference systems of both structures, as there is also a one-
to-one correspondence of the axes of the C23 structure with those of the ortho-hexagonal
cell axes deduced from the hexagonal cell of the 8Bb structure (Figure 2D). These relations
are deduced concerning Figures 1A and 2A for the prototype C23 and 8Bb structures. From
the previous discussion and the presentations given so far for all the structures, and more
specifically for those of belite polymorphs, it is clear that the arrangements of Ca and
Si cations resemble that of the prototype structures, and the ortho-hexagonal reference
system of the axes of the α-C2S polymorph could be used for the expression of the structure
inter-relations. The relations given in Table 2 for the unit cell axes of the polymorphs α-C2S,
α’H-C2S, α’L-C2S, β-C2S and γ-C2S with those of ortho-hexagonal ones were derived based
on Figure 5D (or Figure 5B), Figure 6B,D, Figures 3C and 4B, respectively. In Table 2, in
addition to the vector relations of the cell axes the values of the corresponding axes are
given in order to facilitate their comparisons. In Figure 7A, the vector relations for all
belite polymorphs with the ortho-hexagonal cell derived from the hexagonal cell of the
α-C2S polymorph are schematically presented. In Figure 7B, a diagram for the variation
in the unit cell values is given for all the polymorphs as compared to the values of the
ortho-hexagonal cell. Based on the variation in the cell values given in Figure 7B and
Table 2, during the transformation of α-C2S (8Bb)→ α’H-C2S (C23) the variation in the
cell axes concerns the aα’H, bα’H axes (a,b ortho-hexagonal plane) with cα’H remaining
almost constant in agreement with the corresponding variation observed for 8Bb→ C23
transformation for ternary alloys [33]. For the rest of the polymorphs which have the
C23 prototype structures (α’L-C2S and β-C2S), a slight decrease is observed for all axes.
The highest one is related to the equivalent to the coH, cβ-axis of the beta polymorph.
With the transformation β-C2S (C23)→ γ-C2S (8Bb), the cγ (equivalent to aαH-axis) value
remains constant (bβ = 6.758Å→ cγ = 6.758 Å) and the aγ value (equivalent to bαH-axis) is
reduced (aβ = 5.512 Å→ aγ = 5.076 Å) but the bγ value (equivalent to cαH-axis) increases
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significantly (cβsinβ = 9.284 Å→ bγ= 11.214Å). It is worth noticing that this axis is normal
in the planes of “walls” of trigonal prisms. In all the studies of β-C2S (C23) → γ-C2S
(8Bb) transformation [23,26,33,35], the high increase in the volume of the cells of the
corresponding cells is mentioned. In the study [35], which concerns ternary alloys, this
variation is expressed by reference to the Vcell/Z (cell volume per formula unit) parameter.
By using this value (last column of Table 1), this parameter starts from the value 97.10 Å3

for the αH-C2S polymorph then decreases to the value of 86.45 Å3 for the β-C2S polymorph
and then increases again to the value of 96.18 Å3 for the γ-C2S polymorph.
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Figure 6. (A) The unit cell content and (B) the packing arrangement of trigonal prisms for α’H-
Ca2SiO4 polymorph is shown. (C) The unit cell content and (D) the packing arrangement of trigonal
prisms for α’L-Ca2SiO4 polymorph structural model are shown. Si-O bonds are indicated with cyan
lines. In (B,D), the structures are projected on the (010) planes, the trigonal prisms are demarcated
with orange lines and the relative orientation of the ortho-hexagonal reference system is also indicated.
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polymorphs are also indicated. (B) Variation in unit cell values for all polymorphs of belite. The
correspondences of the values for the axes of all the polymorphs with those of ortho-hexagonal cell
of αH-C2S polymorph are given in Table 2.

Based on the original description in Barbier and Hyde [26], the basic building blocks
for β- and γ-C2S polymorphs are the trigonal prisms of the Ca6Si type, shown in Figure 8.
According to the previous discussion of the present work, these are also the building units
of all the other belite polymorphs, resulting in the formation of “walls” consisting of edge-
sharing columns of trigonal prisms. Adjacent walls are shifted along the stacking axis of the
trigonal prisms, and this shift results in the capping of the slightly distorted orthorhombic
faces of trigonal prisms belonging to one “wall” with Ca atoms belonging to neighboring
“walls”. The number of cupping Ca+2 cations that lie at the equator plane is five. Figures
S1–S6 give the detailed arrangement of calcium and silicon cations and also those of oxygen
anions in the structure of all the polymorphs. In Figure 7, the arrangements of Ca+2

cations around the Si+4 one is presented with a coding name presentation but with direct
correspondence with the detailed presentations of all the polymorphs in Figures S1–S6.
Table S1 lists the different geometric parameters of all the trigonal prisms for all polymorphs.
The average plane of the capped positions (B1, . . . , B5 sites in Figure 7) are shifted by
half of the high of the trigonal prism in the α-C2S trigonal/hexagonal (2.766/2.766 Å) and
α’H-C2S (2.801/2.801Å) cases of the α-C2S trigonal/hexagonal (2.766/2.766) and α’H-C2S
(2.801/2.801) and are approximately equal in the case of γ-C2S (2.548/2.534 Å). For α’L-C2S
and for the prisms which host Si1 and Si2*** anions (Figure S4), the distances from the
bases at the top (2.846 and 2.850 Å, respectively) are longer than those from the bottom
of the prisms (2.737 and 2.738), and the opposite holds for the corresponding distances
for the equator plane for the prism that hosts the Si3 anion (2.960/2.615). The average
distances of Si from Ca cations which lie at both bases are equal, as is the distance from
the corresponding planes of both trigonal bases in α-C2S trigonal/hexagonal polymorphs
(3.522/3.522 Å and 2.766/2.766 Å for trigonal 3.429/3.429 Å and 2.766/2.766 Å for the
hexagonal model). Pairs of values with longer distances correspond to average distances of
Si from Ca anions at the bases of trigonal prisms and the pairs of shorter ones correspond
to distances to the base planes of the prisms. Both types of distances are equal in the case
of α’H-C2S (3.533/3.533 Å and 2.801/2.801) and are approximately equal in the case of
the β-C2S polymorph (3.472/3.485 and 2.756/2.736 Å). For α’L-C2S and for the prisms
which host Si1 and S2*** anions (Figure S4), the distances of Si cations from the Ca ones
that lie at the bottom are longer than those from the top, and the opposite holds for the
corresponding distances for the Si3 anion in the respective prism. The same trend is
observed for the corresponding distances of Si anions from the planes at the bottom and the
top of the prisms (3.595/3.537 Å and 2.828/2.762 Å for S1; 3.649/3.407 Å and 2.985/2.576Å
for S2***; 3.535/3.640 Å and 2.537/3.006 Å for S3, i.e., longer distances correspond to
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average distances of Si from Ca anions at the bases of trigonal prisms). Although in the
description given in [25] the number of anions on the equator plane is five, only the case of
the α-C2S trigonal/hexagonal polymorph seems to be satisfied based on the distances of Si
cation from the Ca cations which occupy the B1, . . . , B5 sites. For trigonal polymorphs,
the Si-B1, . . . , Si-B5 distances fall in the range of the values 3.198–3.782 Å, and those for
hexagonal polymorphs in the range of 3.195–3.756 Å. In all the other cases, there are always
two Ca cations that occupy sites at longer distances from the other three (Table S1). These
are B3 and B5 (Si-B3: 4.226 Å and Si-B5: 3.778 Å) for α’H-C2S; B2 and B4 for Si1 (Si1-B2:
3.728 and Si1-B4: 3.898 Å); B2 and B5 for Si2*** (Si2***-B3: 4.167 and Si2***-B5: 3.999 Å);
B2 and B4 for Si3 (Si3-B3: 3.889 and Si3-B4: 4.340 Å) for α’L-C2S; B2 and B4 (Si-B2: 3.812
and Si-B4: 4.009 Å) for β-C2S; and B3 and B4 (Si-B3: 4.834 and Si-B4: 4.834 Å) for γ-C2S.
This result indicates that the nearest neighbors on the equator plane are five only for the
high-temperature polymorphs (trigonal or hexagonal α-C2S phase), and for the rest of
the polymorphs the nearest neighbors are three, and thus the coordination polyhedron
is a tricapped trigonal prism. Another factor that is important for the description of the
structures of belite polymorphs is the sites that are occupied by the oxygen atoms. These are
marked as T1, T2 and T3 and D2 and D3 in Figure 7. The T1, T2 and T3 sites are occupied in
all polymorphs except γ-C2S (Figures S1–S6). The D1 sites are occupied in the case of α-C2S
trigonal polymorphs (Figure S1) and α’H-C2S polymorphs (Figure S3) and D1 and D2 are
occupied in the case of α-C2S hexagonal polymorphs (Figure S2) and α’H-C2S polymorphs
(Figure S4). The oxygen atoms in the γ-C2S polymorph occupy unique sites that do not
have a relationship with those occupied in the C2S polymorphs. In the same polymorph,
the silicon polyhedron is a tricapped trigonal prism and the O1, O2, O3 and O3ii atoms
occupy interstitial sites within the SiCa3 tetrahedral type polyhedral, as presented in Figure
S6 (Si1-Ca1*-Ca1”-Ca2 for O1, S1-Ca2**-Ca1-Ca1’ for O2i, Si1-Ca2#-Ca1-Ca2’ for O3 and Si1-
Ca2***-Ca1’-Ca2” for O3ii; for symmetry codes, see Figure S6 caption). Another geometric
parameter that has been discussed [26,36] as characterizing the relationship between the
number of cupped positions and the dimensions of the trigonal prism is the ratio of the
height (h of the prism) divided by the average length (<l>) of the triangular base edges.
This parameter is h/<l> = 1.507, 1.555, 1.554, 1.561, 1582, 1.572 and 1.444 for the α-C2S
trigonal/hexagonal, α’H-C2S, α’L-C2S(Si1), α’L-C2S(Si2***), α’L-C2S(Si3), β-C2S and γ-C2S
polymorphs, respectively, i.e., it increases upon transforming to a polymorph stabilized
at lower temperature and takes the lowest value for the RT stabilized gamma polymorph.
The similarities and characteristics of the different polymorphs of belite presented in this
paragraph could support the general statement of Vegas in work [24], that cations in a
structure could be considered as big molecules, and the anions act as an external factor such
as pressure or temperature and thus could change their bonding patterns, which finally
results in phase transformations. In addition, the present study supports the suggestion
that the transformation mechanism, based on the relative disposition of cations for the
different polymorphs, is of displacive character [26], but if we consider the sites occupied
by oxygens at different polymorphs it could be considered as diffusion.

The present study could be of interest for the recent application of belite rare-earth
doped compounds with the general formula Ca 2−xSrxSiO4:Ce3+ [16], which present inter-
esting luminescent properties. Depending on the Sr content, the compound crystallizes
in the β- or α’H-C2S polymorph. This result is consistent with the observation that the
larger cations conform with an elongation of the height of trigonal prisms and thus to
higher h/<l> values [36]. According to the values given in Table S1, the highest values
for the h/<l> parameter are observed for the polymorphs α’H-C2S, α’L-C2S and β-C2S.
The samples with composition Ca1.65Sr0.25SiO4: 0.10Eu2+ and Ca1.45Sr0.35SiO4: 0.10Ce 3+,
0.10Li+ crystallize in the α’L-C2S polymorph [37]. Further study is needed in order to
explore the factors that stabilize the different polymorphs of belite upon doping for lumi-
nescent applications, as systematic studies have revealed the formation of all five belite
polymorphs [38]. The formation of all five polymorphs of belite at room temperature
upon doping with different cations results in the synthesis of materials in two very active
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research areas, i.e., belite-based cement products and photoluminescent ones. As these
compounds are studied mostly in the form of polycrystalline materials, there is a need to
have reliable powder diffraction diagrams in order to easily identify the most probable
polymorph phases from the recorded diffraction pattern. Figure 9 presents all the simulated
powder patterns of all five belite polymorphs which are discussed in the present work. For
the calculations, the models obtained from the ICSD database which correspond to the
entries listed in the Table 1 (or data from Table S2) were used, and they have been published
in references [3,4]. Detailed structural models for all polymorphs are listed in Table S2. In
Figure 9, the (hkl) indices for the main relaxions are also given. The indices of the hexagonal
α-C2S polymorph are given in gray color in the top pattern of Figure 9. In each pattern, the
corresponding indices of the hexagonal system expressed with their values in the reference
system of each polymorph are also given in gray color. The values for these indices are
obtained by applying the relation (h’k’l’) = (hkl)P, where P is the transformation matrix of
the basis vectors for the related systems: (a’,b’,c’) = (a,b,c)P. [39] The matrices used for all
the transformations are listed in Table S3. No characteristic trend is observed concerning
the presence of these reflections in the patterns of different polymorphs. In the patterns
of all the polymorphs, additional peaks with low intensity are observed due to change in
symmetry. The most characteristic observation concerns the peaks at around 32.5◦, where
splitting of intense peaks is observed in conformity with the experimental observations [38].
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Figure 8. Arrangement of Ca cations around the Si+4 cations in all belite polymorphs. A1, A2 and A3
indicate the Ca+2 cations on the bottom trigonal face of the prism; A4, A5 and A6 indicate those at
the top face of the prism; B1, . . . , B5 indicate those at the equator plane. T1, T2 and T3 and D1 and
D2 indicate the sites of oxygen anions in different belite polymorphs.
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Figure 9. Simulated powder diffraction patterns for all the belite polymorphs (Cukα radiation) based
on the ICSD data of the corresponding code numbers (Table 1 and Table S2).

4. Conclusions

In the present study, the structure–superstructure relations of the five polymorphs
of belite were derived based on unit cell axes relations. The common polyhedron of all
polymorphs is a trigonal prism of calcium cations that hosts the silicon one, which is
surrounded by five calcium cations at an equator plane for the α-C2S trigonal/hexagonal
polymorphs, thus forming a five-capped trigonal prism. For the rest of the polymorphs,
the trigonal prisms are tri-capped ones, as three nearest neighbor calcium cations exist
at the equator planes. In the α-C2S to γ-C2S a significant increase is observed, normal
in planes of the “walls” of trigonal prisms in addition to the usually mentioned volume
increase. Based on the common characteristics of the arrangement of cations for all of the
polymorphs, the transformation mechanism could be considered as displacive and, on the
sites occupied by oxygen anions, could be considered of diffusion type. The systematic
study of silicon dicalcium silicates could be not only for the cement industry but for the
field of photoluminescent compounds.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst12121692/s1, Figure S1: Presentation of the trigonal prism and the atoms
at the equator plane for the α-C2S trigonal polymorph; Figure S2: Presentation of the trigonal prism
and the atoms at the equator plane for the α-C2S hexagonal polymorph; Figure S3: Presentation of the
trigonal prism and the atoms at the equator plane for the α’H-C2S polymorph; Figure S4: Presentation of
the trigonal prism and the atoms at the equator plane for the α’L-C2S polymorph; Figure S5: Presentation
of the trigonal prism and the atoms at the equator plane for the β-C2S trigonal polymorph; Figure S6:
Presentation of the plane for the γ-C2S polymorph; Table S1: Geometric parameters of trigonal prisms;
Table S2: trigonal prism and the atoms at the equator Crystallographic parameters for all studied
structures.; Table S3: Transformation matrices of the unit cell axes which relate the cell axes of each belite
polymorph with the hexagonal axes of the α-C2S polymorph.
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